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Abstract

Displacement Mapping is an effective technique for encoding the high levels of detail found in today’s triangle based surface models. Extending the hardware rendering pipeline to be capable of handling displacement maps as geometric primitives, will allow highly detailed models to be constructed without requiring large numbers of triangles to be passed from the CPU to the graphics pipeline. We present a new approach based on recursive tessellation that adapts to the surface complexity described by the displacement map. We also ensure that the resolution of the displaced mesh is tessellated with respect to the current viewpoint. Our tessellation scheme performs all tests only on triangle edges to avoid generating cracks on the displaced surface. The main decision for vertex insertion is based on two comparisons involving the average height surrounding the vertices and the normals at the vertices. Individually, the tests will fail to tessellate a mesh satisfactorily, but their combination achieves good results.

We propose several additions to the typical hardware rendering pipeline in order to achieve displacement map rendering in hardware. The mesh tessellation is placed within the rendering pipeline so that we can take advantage of the pre-existing vertex transformation units to perform the setup calculations for our view dependent test. Our method adds only simple arithmetic and comparison operations to the graphics pipeline and makes use of existing units for calculations wherever possible.
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1 Introduction

Three dimensional graphics rendering hardware capable of rendering scenes with a large number of polygons is now widely available. Most systems support texture mapping, which adds surface detail via a two dimensional colour map that changes the colour at each pixel on a flat polygonal surface. To make the flat surface look as though there are small changes in the surface geometry, Blinn introduced Bump Mapping [1], which is becoming a standard feature in modern 3D graphics hardware.

Bump mapping does not really alter the underlying geometry, but only perturbs the normals on the surface. For small irregularities on a surface, bump mapping is ideal, since it does not increase the amount of geometry, but gives the impression of real textured surfaces. The limitation of bump mapping becomes obvious when the surface is parallel to the viewer and the Bump does not create a silhouette. Also as a surface moves in perspective space the shape created in the viewers mind by the bump map will not occlude other objects.

To add real geometric detail to a flat surface, displacement mapping, first introduced by Cook [2], can be used. As an example Figure 1(a) shows a flat plane with a colour texture applied, which is displaced using the displacement map in Figure 1(b), where white represents a high displacement and black represents no displacement. The application of the displacement map to the plane results in the displaced surface shown in Figure 1(c). An advantage of using displacement maps is that highly detailed triangle surface models, such as those generated by 3D scanning technologies, can be modelled using only a simple base surface and displacement maps. A compact surface representation using scalar-valued displacements over a smooth domain surface is presented by Lee [11]. Displacement mapping has been used frequently to add geometric surface detail to objects [17, 12, 9], and is commonly found in commercially available software renders. But unlike bump mapping, displacement mapping has not been implemented in hardware, due to the high computational cost.

Figure 1: A plane displaced with a text displacement map.

Adding displacement map rendering to currently available hardware architectures presents several problems. To apply a displacement map to a triangle mesh involves re-triangulating the original mesh and displacing the vertices accordingly. If the base triangle mesh has a coarser resolution than the displacement map we need to re-tessellate the mesh according to the surface defined by the displacement map. This re-tessellation can be performed while rasterizing the triangle as presented by Doggett and Kugler in [4] and Gumhold [7]. The problem with these approaches is that either a large number of triangles is generated [4] or new coordinate systems and complex calculations in a non-standard rasterizer are required to control the pipeline [7].

We propose to tessellate the individual triangles sequentially by recursively adding vertices along edges in order to achieve an adaptively tessellated surface. We check local surface variation between vertices by comparing normals. At the same time we check the av-
verage displacement over an area around the vertices to avoid the aliasing caused by sampling at vertices by using Summed-Area Tables as presented by Crow [3]. These two tests applied individually do not generate good results, since the normal test results in aliasing and the averaged height test misses small details, but the combination of the two tests produces good results. To give the user control over the size of triangles generated with respect to the current view point, we test the screen size of triangles against a user threshold. This ensures that recursive tessellation will stop when the user does not require further detail. A displacement map models a discrete surface which has a limit of resolution. We also check if this limit is reached before generating more triangles, to ensure no more triangles are generated then there is detail in the original displacement map.

To minimise the additional hardware required to render displacement maps, we exploit existing pipeline units wherever possible. A bump mapping unit is used for displaced surface normal calculation and extra units are carefully placed within the pipeline to make use of the operations performed by the transformation unit. The remaining computations only require simple operations such as addition, division by two and comparisons.

1.1 Previous Work

1.1.1 Bump Mapping

Bump mapping, introduced by Blinn [1], perturbs surface normals on a surface as if a height field displaced the surface in the direction of the original surface normal. Since bump mapping only changes the appearance of an object, it makes certain approximations. Standard techniques for bump mapping assume that the bumpiness is only microdisplacements and hence assume the magnitude of the height field is negligible.

Several hardware based approaches to implementing bump mapping have been presented in recent years [5, 13, 10]. Peercy presents an implementation for high-end 3D graphics hardware [13] that supports bump mapping within the context of per-fragment lighting operations. Kilgard presents an approach to bump mapping that takes advantage of currently available low-cost graphics hardware in [8]. Although our method requires the use of a bump mapping unit, we will not go into the implementation details in this paper.

1.2 Terrain Modelling

Terrain modelling using height fields is closely related to the rendering of displacement maps. Many algorithms are available for approximating terrains and height fields using polygonal meshes. These algorithms approximate the height field with a mesh of triangles, also known as a triangulated irregular network, or TIN. Garland [6] analyses several of these algorithms including the greedy insertion algorithm. While very good results are achieved these techniques rely on global mesh information making hardware implementation expensive.

1.3 Displacement Mapping

Displacement mapping [2] perturbs a parametric surface along its normals based on a height field to create a new surface. The base surface is defined by a bivariate vector function \( \mathbf{P}(u, v) \) that defines 3D points \((x, y, z)\) on the surface. The displacements from the surface are defined by a bivariate scalar function \( D(u, v) \) and the normals on the base surface \( \mathbf{P}(u, v) \) by \( \mathbf{N}(u, v) \). The points on the new displaced surface \( \mathbf{P}'(u, v) \) are defined as follows

\[
\mathbf{P}'(u, v) = \mathbf{P}(u, v) + D(u, v)\mathbf{N}(u, v)
\]

where \( \mathbf{N}(u, v) = \frac{\mathbf{N}(u, v)}{\mathbf{N}(u, v)} \).

A cross section of an example displacement mapped surface is shown in Figure 2, where \( \mathbf{N}'(u, v) \) is the normal to the displaced surface.

In Section 2, we describe the calculations required for our adaptive view dependent tessellation algorithm and in Section 3, we explain how these operations are implemented in a graphics pipeline. Section 4 presents the results and Section 5 concludes and presents future work.

2 Adaptive View Dependent Tessellation

Our algorithm recursively tessellates the triangles given in the base mesh or surface \( \mathbf{P}(u, v) \) by inserting vertices along edges of triangles. A base triangle that has been recursively adaptively tessellated to increase the number of vertices in the area of height change is shown in Figure 3.

2.1 Tessellation based only on edge information

Displacement mapping requires a coarse triangle mesh that approximates the surface to be modelled with a displacement map containing the finer geometric detail. A re-meshing step is required to generate a finer mesh that better represents the desired surface. While many re-meshing algorithms exist [6], few are suitable for hardware implementation. For example, if tessellation decisions are based on information local to one triangle then the neighbouring triangles would need access to this information requiring processing of each triangle to have access to the entire triangle list. Random access to memory of this nature is expensive when implemented in hardware. To avoid such memory requirements, we limit our vertex insertion decision to using only the information available within the current triangle. Furthermore if vertex insertion decisions use all three vertices of a triangle then the common edge between two adjacent triangles may have a different insertion decision due to the
represented as a bivariate function.

To detect average changes in the height of the displacement map, Summed-Area Table is a two-dimensional array containing at each value within a rectangular area in the table only the four values at the cell the sum of all values that fall inside the rectangle formed by an area using Summed-Area Tables, introduced by Crow [3]. A that cell and one corner of the array. To calculate the sum of all rectangular area are calculated using the function

\[
S_{\text{SA}}(u, v) = \sum_{x=0}^{u} \sum_{y=0}^{v} f(x, y)
\]

where \(f(x, y)\) is the function being summed, \(u\) and \(v\) are the boundaries of the rectangular area.

Summed-Area Tables can be precalculated for the displacement map between the texture coordinates of the vertices \(\text{U}_1\), \(\text{U}_2\), and \(\text{U}_3\) as shown in Figure 4. Using the texture coordinates we can calculate the difference of the areas and compare them with a threshold. This test is called the Summed Height Test and its boolean value, \(s_{\text{ht}}\), is defined as

\[
s_{\text{ht}} = \left( \frac{S(P'_2) - (S(P_1) + S(P_3))}{2} \right) < s_{\text{ht}}\text{thr}
\]

where \(s_{\text{ht}}\text{thr}\) is the summed height threshold. This test misses some cases that the Normal Test detects as shown in Figure 5(b). There are cases that cannot be detected by both tests. If the displacement map is highly regular, e.g. high frequency such as a sinusoidal function, then the Normal Test could always sample identical normals and the height averaging would cancel itself out. Typically a displacement map and associated triangle mesh are created together by the author with the purpose of modelling a particular surface so these cases can be avoided. The combination of the Normal Test and Summed Height Test with appropriate thresholds is capable of re-meshing the small detail in a surface without missing height changes in smooth surfaces resulting in effective filtering of the displacement map.

2.3 Local Area Average Height Test

To detect average changes in the height of the displacement map, a second test is performed that compares the displacement over an area using Summed-Area Tables, introduced by Crow [3]. A Summed-Area Table is a two-dimensional array containing at each cell the sum of all values that fall inside the rectangle formed by that cell and one corner of the array. To calculate the sum of all values within a rectangular area in the table only the four values at the corners of the area are needed. The Summed-Area Table can be represented as a bivariate function \(S_{\text{AT}}(x, y)\) that returns the sum of all heights within the region \((0 \rightarrow x, 0 \rightarrow y)\), where the origin is in the bottom left of the table. The sum of the values within a rectangular area are calculated using the function \(S(Z)\) defined as

\[
S(Z) = S_{\text{AT}}(x_t, y_r) - S_{\text{AT}}(x_l, y_u) - S_{\text{AT}}(x_r, y_b) + S_{\text{AT}}(x_l, y_u)
\]

where \(Z = (x_t, y_t, x_l, y_u, x_r, y_b, x_l, y_u)\), the corners of the rectangular area in the Summed-Area Table, using the subscripts \(t\) top right, \(l\) top left, \(b\) bottom right, \(b\) bottom left for the four corners of the rectangle.

A Summed-Area Table can be precalculated for the displacement map and the sum of all heights over an area at vertices \(P_1\), \(P_2\) and \(P_3\) can be calculated. To calculate the four corner points of the rectangle around the vertices of the edge we use the texture coordinates at the vertices \(U_1\), \(U_2\), and \(U_3\) as shown in Figure 4. Using the

Figure 5: The solid line represents a contour line across the displacement map between the texture coordinates of the vertices of one edge of a triangle with the newly inserted point in the middle. The dashed lines indicate the area over which the height is averaged to calculate the Summed Height Value. In (a) the Normal Test fails, but the Summed Height Test succeeds. In (b) the Normal Test succeeds but the Summed Height Test fails.

2.3.1 Displacement Map Filtering

The standard approach for texture filtering is mipmapping as presented by Williams [16]. This provides an effective means of retrieving levels of detail in colour textures that match the screen size of an object. But for displacement mapping, the averaging effect
of mipmapping will smooth over areas of detail in the displacement map. In [7], they propose to use mipmapping, but with a maximal filter to overcome this. The Summed Height Test can still miss details due to averaging over the height, but the normal test will find these details. And conversely, when the Normal test fails to detect height change over a smooth surface, the Summed Height Test will detect the change. This combination results in an effective filtering of the displacement map.

2.4 View Dependent Resampling

To achieve a view dependent re-sampling that ensures no new triangles are generated once a certain screen size has been reached, we perform a test based on the size of the current edge in Screen Space. This test can be performed after the vertices \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) of the current edge are transformed into Screen Space by carefully placing the re-meshing hardware within an existing graphics pipeline. Calculating the Euclidean distance requires expensive square and square root operations, so we only use a Manhattan distance calculation between the two screen space vertices. This Manhattan distance is compared with a threshold measured in number of pixels. This test is called the View Test and if the Manhattan distance is greater then a threshold measured in number of pixels, \( vt\text{hr} \) then the boolean value \( vt \) is set to true.

2.5 Refinement Limit Test

Height fields can be rendered by first generating a mesh by inserting the points defined by the height field into a mesh using algorithms such as the Greedy Insertion Algorithm [6]. These algorithms pass over the complete mesh and determine the point of maximum error and insert that point. In the algorithm presented here, we only insert points calculated from the vertices of triangle edges as they are easy to compute and only depend on the local information of a single edge. If we want to insert points inside a triangle, then the other vertex in a triangle is required to calculate the interpolated normal at the point inside the triangle. Another problem occurs when an adjacent triangle calculates that a point to be inserted is outside its triangle and is actually inside an adjacent triangle, then the triangle needs access to the vertex in the adjacent triangle.

The alternative of only inserting points on edges leads to the problem that the points defined by the displacement map are only approximated and several points might be inserted close to the original point due to this approximation error. To stop the recursive algorithm from over inserting points when the original resolution of the displacement map is reached, we perform a test on the texture coordinates of the new point. We compare the integer values of the texture coordinates after they are scaled to the resolution of the displacement map. If the value of both integer parts of the texture coordinates at the newly inserted vertex \( U_1 \) are equal to either of the scaled values of the two original vertices \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \), then the new vertex is not inserted and the boolean value, \( ct \) is set to false. The test is called the Tex Coord Test. This test stops recursive subdivision, once the resolution of the original displacement map is reached. We have found that models with areas of high variance of the displacement map, such as the hair on the model of Volker Blanz’s head (see Figure 9), can reduce their final triangle counts by up to 50% by incorporating this simple test.

An alternative to performing the Tex Coord Test is to precalculate the points on the new surface \( P(u, v) \) and store them with the displacement map. These values can then be inserted instead of inserting midpoints resulting in a more accurate representation of the original displacement map. The problem with this technique is that the displacement map cannot be interactively scaled because the new surface has already been pre-calculated.

2.6 Tessellation

Once all the tests have been performed for an edge of a triangle the decision to split the edge is calculated using the following logic equation:

\[
\text{split} = (vt\text{hr} \& \& \text{vt} \\
\]

where \( \& \) represents the logical or operation and \& represents the logical and operation. This \textit{split} value is calculated for each edge and depending on the number of edges that have to be split an appropriate tessellation is chosen from Figure 6(a-c). Figure 6(d) shows two other possibilities for tessellating case 6(c), but we found that these two triangulations increased the occurance of long and thin triangles so we used the triangulation shown in (c) instead.

2.7 Curved Surface rendering using Displacement Maps

One problem for the rendering of displacement maps in hardware is that modellers are not used to thinking in terms of generating models from displacement maps. In order to handle higher order primitives such as quadric curves, bezier surfaces and NURBS using our algorithm, we have incorporated into our displacement mapping software simulation the capability to sample a quadric surface and render it using displacement mapping. The current software implementation has only limited capabilities, since it can only render NURBS which only elevate their parameter space.

The only information that can be stored in the NURBS surface is the height or displacement from a base mesh. Applied to a suitable base mesh, this already provides enormous flexibility for designing and modelling by exploiting the high triangle performance of available graphics cards. Although this sampling approach uses the host to compute the displacement map, it would be relatively straightforward to couple a hardware implementation of a curved surface evaluation – like that used in the OpenGL pipeline proposed by Rockwood [14] – with our hardware design, if they become available in the future. This would enable the rendering of curved surface models at high speed and without the need for new and expensive scancase converters.

3 Hardware Architecture

To realise hardware rendering of displacement maps, we suggest the introduction of several units into a standard rendering pipeline such as the OpenGL pipeline [18]. These new units and their positioning relative to the usual units in a pipeline are shown in Figure 7. The OpenGL Clipping, Perspective, and Viewport Application
stage is represented by our Transform stage. The OpenGL pipeline places Lighting inside the Vertices operations unit before transformation to screen space to achieve per-vertex lighting. Modern implementations of the graphics pipeline such as NVIDIA's GPUs place the lighting calculations after the transformation to improve per-fragment lighting capabilities. We have also moved the Lighting stage after the Transform stage, to allow our re-meshing and normal calculations to occur in world space.

We add four new units to the graphics pipeline including a Get Triangle, Calculate New P, Displace Vertex, Tessellation Tests and Tessellation stage. Also storage for the displacement map and a triangle queue are added at the top level. The Get Triangle Unit is responsible for retrieving triangles from either the host CPU or the Triangle Queue. The Get Triangle Unit also checks which vertices and normals of incoming triangles have already been transformed into screen space and only sends the new vertices and their normals through the Transform unit.

The Calculate New P stage takes two vertices of a triangle and averages them to find the midpoint. This midpoint passes through the Displace Vertex stage which calculates the new surface point \( P' (u, v) \) as defined in Equation 1. This requires reading the displacement \( D \) from the displacement map, multiplying it by the surface normal \( \mathbf{N} \) and adding the result to the current surface point \( P \). This operation is only performed for new vertices which are extracted from the current triangle information by the Get Triangle stage. Once the displacement is performed, the newly displaced vertex is passed through the Transform stage and transformed into screen space. The Tessellation stage takes the vertex information of the current triangle, the new vertices to be inserted, and constructs new triangles based on the triangulations shown in Section 2.6. These new triangles are inserted into the Triangle Queue, a FIFO queue, where they are read back into the pipeline by the Get Triangle unit. The Triangle Queue requires either on-chip memory or off-chip memory requiring an additional reading and writing unit. Either implementation is a significant requirement for this algorithm.

### 3.1 Tessellation Tests Architecture

The Tessellation Tests unit calculates new texture coordinates and normals and the four edge tests. The unit is pipelined and each new vertex, \( P_{12}, P_{23} \) and \( P_{34} \), is sent through the pipeline sequentially, requiring only one pipeline. If faster performance was required due to multiple Transform pipelines then the unit could be replicated three times. The architecture of the Tessellation Tests unit is shown in Figure 8 with inputs and outputs labelled for testing the edge between vertices \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \).

#### 3.1.1 View Test

The simplest test in the Tessellation Tests is the View Test. This test is done in screen space by calculating the Manhattan distance for the current edge using the displaced transformed vertices. For triangles that are being re-tessellated, the transformed vertex values will have already been calculated in the previous pass, so this data will be immediately available. But for new triangles, this stage will have to wait until the values are available after the Transform stage. This waiting time can be easily accommodated, since for each new triangle the tests must wait until not only the original vertices are transformed, but also the newly inserted vertices are transformed. Also the ratio of new triangles to re-tessellated triangles is quite low so this wait time will happen infrequently. The result of the View Test, \( vt \) is passed to the Pass or Tessellate unit.

#### 3.1.2 Tex Coord Test

The calculation of the texture coordinates for the new vertices is required by several subsequent units. The Calculate New U calculates the new texture coordinates using an add and division by two. The integer part of the new texture coordinate up to the resolution of the displacement map are compared with the integer part of the original texture coordinates of the edge’s vertices. The test is calculated by the Tex Coord Test unit and the result passed onto the Pass or Tessellate unit.

#### 3.1.3 Summed Height Test

The new texture coordinates are used by the Height Test to look up and calculate an average height from the Summed Height Table. First the difference between the texture coordinates at the vertices are calculated and divided by 4 and 8 using logical shift operations. The results are combined with the vertex texture coordinates to calculate the four values required to access the Summed Height Table. The calculation of the average height for each point using the Summed Height Table will take four cycles since each value must be read and combined using Equation 2. The values are then combined and divided according to the Summed Height Test and the difference compared with the \( sithr \) to determine if there is a significant change in height. The result is passed to the Pass or Tessellate unit.

#### 3.1.4 Normal Test

The other operation of the Tessellation Tests unit is the Normal Test. This test requires first the calculation of the new normal \( \mathbf{N}_{12} \) using an add and division by two. Then the new normal must be normalised before being bump mapped. Normalisation is an expensive operation, but implementations are available in most graphics pipelines. Then using the normal texture coordinates, the normal to the displacement \( \mathbf{N}_D \) is read from a precomputed normal map. The new surface normal, \( \mathbf{N}_1 \) is calculated by perturbing the surface normal, \( \mathbf{N}_{12} \), by the displacement map normal, \( \mathbf{N}_D \), using a bump mapping hardware unit. As mentioned earlier several approaches to bump mapping have been proposed and could be used to provide the operation required here. After calculating the new displaced surface normal its components are subtracted from those of the normals from the displaced vertices \( \mathbf{N}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{N}_2 \). The difference is compared to \( \mathbf{nthr} \) resulting in the boolean value \( n \) which is passed to the Pass or Tessellate unit.

#### 3.1.5 Pass or Tessellate Unit

The Pass or Tessellate unit combines the results of the four tests to determine if the edge is to be split. If the edge is to be split then the new vertex \( P_{12} \) is indicated for insertion into the current triangle to the Tessellation unit. For each vertex that was part of the original triangle, the Pass or Tessellate unit passes the following set of values to the Tessellation unit: \( P_u, P_v, \mathbf{N}_1, \mathbf{N}_2, \mathbf{U} \). The Pass or Tessellate unit can also perform back-facing culling on the new triangles since they have been generated with screen space normal values.

The most complex unit in the Tessellation Tests unit are those required for the Normal Test which include a bump mapping operation and a normalisation. Both units exist in most graphics pipelines and can be expected in most pipelines in the future. Also memory and a controller for the buffering in the Triangle Queue is required.
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The other units only require addition, subtraction, divisions by powers of two, compare operations and other logic functions. The latency involved in the Tessellation Tests unit can be compensated by the latency of the Transform unit since both pipelines run in parallel. The major additional latency to the overall graphics pipeline is in the Displace Vertex unit which requires a multiply and accumulate.

4 Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our adaptive tessellation algorithm, we have implemented the architecture in Figure 7 and Figure 8 using a software simulation. To take advantage of OpenGL functionality, we use the feedback render mode to perform the transform calculations. We have rendered several models with our technique to demonstrate the range of datasets that it can handle and possibilities provided by displacement mapping.

To demonstrate the adaptive nature of the tessellation and the effectiveness of combining the Normal Test and Summed Height Test, a flat plane consisting of only 18 triangles was displaced with a half donut displacement as shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10(a), we can see the aliasing errors associated with the Normal Test, while in Figure 10(b), some edges have not been split because the averaging effect of the Summed Height Test has not detected the local change in surface orientation. The combination of the two tests is shown in Figure 10(c) where both the local surface orientation and average change in height is detected producing an adaptively tessellated displaced surface.

The view dependent capabilities of our algorithm are demonstrated using a cyberware scanner model of Volker Blanz’s head. The scanner generates a texture and displacement map parameterised in cylindrical coordinates with a resolution of $512 \times 456$ texels. We use a cylinder for a base mesh consisting of 1800 triangles. The model rendered at three different distances from the view point is shown in Figure 9. In Figures 9(a,b,c), the image rendered shows the distance of the model from the view plane. In Figures 9(d,e,f), a wireframe close-up of the region around the nose, eyes and mouth using the respective meshes from (a,b,c), can be seen. In Figure 9(d) the high level of detail can be seen in the tessellation around the eye including the eye brow. Both the view dependent tessellation as well as the effective adaptive techniques are demonstrated. The adaptive nature of the algorithm can be seen in the level of detail around the nose, eyes and mouth where there is increased surface detail.

To evaluate the algorithm on terrain models, we used the Crater Lake (West half of Crater Lake, Oregon) Digital Elevation Map (DEM), which has dimensions of $366 \times 439$ from Garland [6]. In Figure 11(a) we can see that a small island inside the crater and the edge of the crater is represented with a high level of detail, while the water level in the crater is left at the resolution of the original mesh.

An example of the donut displacement map applied to the well-known Utah teapot is shown in Figure 11(b). We are also investigating the possibilities of saving the mesh state from one displacement map and adding another displacement to it as shown in Figure 11(c) where the base donut is a displacement map. While this works in our software simulation we are still considering the hardware implications of such an operation.

5 Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, we have proposed additional units for a standard graphics pipeline to enable the rendering of displacement maps in hardware. Our technique encompasses adaptive view dependent remeshing, driven by the displacement map’s surface complexity and user defined thresholds. The additions to the hardware pipeline would only require standard features such as bump mapping and simple arithmetic units. We have tested our algorithm on several real and synthetic datasets and it is capable of generating low triangle count meshes, by adaptively subdividing triangles. Our tessellation scheme takes into account several factors including displacement, surface variation, view point and original mesh resolution. Backface culling cannot be applied to the original base mesh, because the displacement might generate triangles that are visible. Our tessellation results in normals in screen space, so backface culling can be applied after tessellation and before rasterization.
Our combination of the Normal Test with the Summed Height Test also provides an effective filter for the displacement map, which is not possible using maximal valued mipmapping. Using displacement mapping as a rendering primitive can significantly reduce the bottleneck of sending triangle data to the graphics engine. As displacement maps are used increasingly to model the geometric detail on surfaces, hardware support for rendering these displacement maps will become a sought-after feature in graphics accelerators.

5.1 Future work

There are several avenues of future work that are possible from what has been presented in this paper. Scaling the displacement map by introducing a scaling factor $\delta$ into equation 1 is done as follows: $\mathbf{P}(u, v) = \mathbf{P}(u, v) + \delta D(u, v)\mathbf{N}(u, v)$. The capability to scale the displacement map already exists within our software simulation, but requires that the displacement value used in the Displace Vertex unit is appropriately scaled and that the normal map is calculated using finite differences and is normalised for each new scale value of the displacement map. We are currently investigating the implementation details for this extension to our approach. Another interesting extension to our work includes tests on the surface normals to determine which triangles are located within or near the Phong highlight to improve the tessellation of these area when per-vertex lighting schemes are used.
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Figure 9: Volker’s head dataset. (a), (b) and (c) show distance from view plane, (d), (e) and (f) are mesh close-ups for corresponding images.

Figure 10: (a) Normal Test only. (b) Summed Height Test only. (c) Both tests.

Figure 11: (a) The Crater Lake. (b) A half donut displaced teapot (c) The half donut with texture and more surface detail added using another displacement map.